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Achieve a new decarbonized energy dimension. 
We contend the greater socioeconomic benefit and operational gain for SynergyGaz™ technology will 
be found in assisting the peat-bearing nations of the tropical zone. This is particularly true of countries 
that don’t yet have well developed energy infrastructures.  For instance, two Central African nations 
together have an estimated 467 billion tonnes of renewable fuel peat resources and nearly 117 million 
in population, but only minimal modern power generation capacity and little pipeline gas utility service. 
To address this situation, a regional peat-to-energy program could provide sufficient zero-emission 
power and clean-burning decarbonized pipeline gas for centuries to come, while mitigating over time 
the area’s massive deforestation caused by tree-taking from priceless ancient rain forests for charcoal 
production. This is also the case for another Central African nation (27 billion tonnes of fuel peat 
resources) and a large Indian Ocean island (61 billion tonnes of peat), each with about 26 million in 
population but no low-cost national pipeline gas utility service. For these two nations SynergyGaz™ 
would provide each with 10 gigawatts of power and 12 billion cubic meters/year (bcmy) of decarbonized 
dimethyl ether (DME) pipeline gas, for centuries, with the greater portion of new energy going to 
expanded farming, mining and industry.  

Bringing a fresh approach to this most crucial of developmental issues, SynergyGaz™ creatively packages 
new soft-currency revenue, domestic power and decarbonized pipeline gas utility capacity together with 
hard-currency revenue, export-oriented industrial units in petrochemicals/fertilizers, synthetic fuels, and 
mega-farming. This is done in a balanced manner, to achieve high-ROI/net hard-currency outcomes 
while meeting fundamental domestic needs in a region or a particular LDC. This unique mix of utilities 
and industrial units folds clean energy into the LDC’s development mechanism while facilitating routine 
private sector foreign direct investment. This is achieved through strong project ROI, concrete provisions 
for hard-currency payout, risk mitigation, north-south carbon trading, and investor-preferred clean 
energy technologies.  

Liquefied DME (LDME) supply clusters with large peat surpluses to export liquefied decarbonized fuel 
to Europe and Far East destinations for many centuries 
Two liquefied DME supply clusters of nations – both center on the same Central African nation – are 
envisioned: a) the Asia-Africa cluster consisting of a Southeastern Asian nation and the aforementioned 
Central African state, and b) an all-Africa cluster consisting of four contiguous, central African states. For 
the Asia-Africa cluster, we estimate that Southeastern Asian nation has 383 billion tonnes of fuel peat 
resources and the key Central African nation has 342 billion tonnes - totaling 725 billion tonnes in peat 
resources. As an alternative to the Asia-Africa cluster, the all-Africa cluster of four nations, we estimate 
629 billion tonnes in renewable peat resources. Each of these supply clusters enjoy enormous surpluses 
in fuel peat beyond any possible scenario for domestic/industrial need that will support large-
scale conversion and bulk export of LDME to numerous hard-currency metropolitan destinations in 
Europe and the Far East. This low-cost, clean-burning, decarbonized DME fuel bears strategic 
implications given the shutdown in the nuclear power programs of Germany, Switzerland, Italy, and 
Japan and possibly in other medium class nuclear power states like South Korea. Even in France, for 
some time, grassroots organizations mounted protests against that nation's heavy reliance on nuclear 
power, and have voted – in part – for a shift to safer, cleaner power generation policy. Given France’s 
new policy direction, SynergyGaz™ LDME may also have strong appeal there. See DME to Turbine below. 

With regards to the mid-term trend towards high and volatile prices for natural gas (NG) supplied mainly 
by Russia’s Gazprom and Norway’s Statoil, European utilities are understandably seeking relief. To 
quantify, the following chart shows that for year 2017 the cost of NG to Europe is 2-times the cost to the 
US (Y-Chart.com), and the ratio has increased to a projected 2.4-times the cost to the US in 2019. 
Lower-cost, clean-burning decarbonized DME produced by SynergyGaz™ can be marketed as an 
attractive alternative to expensive, less-than-clean NG [emitting 60% CO2 of coal-fired power (see 
attached data sheet) despite promotionals that NG is a clean fuel] and dangerous nuclear power. Public 
Citizen’s Winonah Hauter debunks the nuclear power industry’s claim that nuclear energy is a "clean" 
alternative to fossil fuels. She points out that the full nuclear fuel cycle creates a vast amount of 
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greenhouse gases due to an elaborate energy-intensive process of uranium mining, milling and 
enrichment that must take place before the fuel rods are fabricated. Collectively, massive quantities of 
CO2-emitting fuels are consumed. 

 

 

As an inducement to syndicate monolithic financing ($106 billion: $81 billion + $25 billion for the cost of 
liquification apparatus and LDME bulk freighters) for the joint SynergyGaz™ Asia-Africa initiative, it is 
proposed that SETF and partners would offer a long-term energy marketing agreement to a broad-scope 
transnational leader in energy infrastructure development and major project financing. Once selected, 
the designated firm would move to supply low-cost, decarbonized bulk LDME gas to the European 
Union, China and Japan-South Korea consumer group (ECJK). The ECJK group has combined GDP of $31.2 
trillion (39% of global GDP) and population of 2.101 billion (27.6% of world). For 2017, the ECJK 
consumer group economy is 61% greater than that of the USA. 

 
Either the Asia-Africa or all-Africa LDME contemplated operations would ship from a new port facility in 
Southeastern Asia or from the mouth of the Congo River, to ECJK destinations. The successful 
establishment of long-term LDME bulk supply arrangements with ECJK power and gas utilities, 
supported by SynergyGaz™ operations, would result in the formation of a new world-class energy 
corporation.   

 



CO2 Emission Factors by Fuel Type 

Carbon 3 664 kg CO2 /t 32 066 MJ/t 0.114 kg CO2/MJ 

Coal 3 000 kg CO2 /t 32 373 MJ/t 0.093 kg CO2/MJ 

Coke 3 227 kg CO2 /t 29 951 MJ/t 0.108 kg CO2/MJ 

Coke Oven Gas 45 kg CO2 /GJ - kJ/Nm
3
 0.045 kg CO2/MJ 

Blast Furnace Gas 280 kg CO2 /GJ - kJ/Nm
3
 0.280 kg CO2/MJ 

Basic Oxygen Furnace Gas 185 kg CO2 /GJ - kJ/Nm
3
 0.185 kg CO2/MJ 

Other Ironmaking Gas - kg CO2 /GJ 0 kJ/Nm
3
 - kg CO2/MJ 

Natural Gas 56 kg CO2 /GJ 37 000 kJ/Nm
3
 0.056 kg CO2/MJ 

Natural Gas % of coal 

emissions 

Liquefied Petroleum Gas 

 

-  

 

-  

0.056/0.093= 60.2% 

- kg CO2/MJ 

Heavy Oil 3 170 kg CO2 /t 40 569 MJ/t 0.078 kg CO2/MJ 

Light Oil 3 170 kg CO2 /t - MJ/t - kg CO2/MJ 

High Pressure Steam 267 kg CO2 /t 3 300 MJ/t 0.081 kg CO2/MJ 

Medium Pressure Steam 240 kg CO2 /t 3 200 MJ/t 0.075 kg CO2/MJ 

Low Pressure Steam 224 kg CO2 /t 3 100 MJ/t 0.072 kg CO2/MJ 

Electricity 856 g CO2 /kWh 9 200 kJ/kWh 0.093 kg CO2/MJ 

Oxygen 556 g CO2 /Nm
3
 650 Wh/Nm

3
 0.093 kg CO2/MJ 

Nitrogen 171 g CO2 /Nm
3
 200 Wh/Nm

3
 0.093 kg CO2/MJ 

Compressed Air 103 g CO2 /Nm
3
 120 Wh/Nm

3
 0.093 kg CO2/MJ 

Industrial Water 86 g CO2 /km
3
 100 Wh/m

3
 0.093 kg CO2/MJ 

 

Electricity 856 kg/MWh REFERENCE Page 254, Section 7.8 

NOTE: Year average numbers for Ontario Hydro Energy range from 

850 to 890 kg/MWh depending on coal, oil and natural gas mix.  
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